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and Florian Stoffel2

Abstract
Large manufacturing companies frequently receive thousands of web surveys every day. People share their
thoughts regarding a wide range of products, their features, and the service they received. In addition, more
than 190 million tweets (small text Web posts) are generated daily. Both survey feedback and tweets are
underutilized as a source for understanding customer sentiments. To explore high-volume customer feed-
back streams, in this article, we introduce four time series visual analysis techniques: (1) feature-based sen-
timent analysis that extracts, measures, and maps customer feedback; (2) a novel way of determining term
associations that identify attributes, verbs, and adjectives frequently occurring together; (3) a self-organizing
term association map and a pixel cell–based sentiment calendar to identify co-occurring and influential opin-
ion; and (4) a new geo-based term association technique providing a key term geo map to enable the user to
inspect the statistical significance and the sentiment distribution of individual key terms. We have used and
evaluated these techniques and combined them into a well-fitted solution for an effective analysis of large
customer feedback streams such as web surveys (from product buyers) and Twitter (e.g. from Kung-Fu
Panda movie reviewers).

Keywords
Customer sentiment visual analytics, term association, geo-term association, pixel geo map, key term geo
map, pixel calendar

Introduction

Motivation

With the rapid growth of social media, the number of

customer comments available to corporations, business

owners, and service managers interested in obtaining

customer feedback is larger than ever. In addition to

the traditional web survey, Twitter is a relatively new

phenomenon that has the potential to generate massive

amounts of customer comments. However, the lan-

guage of the tweets is more casual than that of web

reviews. Tweets are by definition short (maximum of

140 characters) and tend to contain a significant

number of abbreviations. The enormous size of the

customer feedback data stream, the diversity of the

comments, and the uneven distribution of feedback

over time make sentiment analysis of these data very

challenging.
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A set of common questions arises in the analysis of

customer comments from surveys and other online

data streams. Are there aspects of location or geogra-

phy that impact how a product or service is received

by customers? Does a product or service work better

for people on the coasts compared to people living in

the interior of the country? Does it make a difference

if the customer lives in a remote area rather than in a

high-density urban setting? Is the product or service

more appreciated in certain states or cities? What are

the important features, attributes, and associated con-

text terms, such as products, timely delivery, channel

vendors, product quality, or past experiences that our

customers want? How significant terms (content-

bearing words, for example, compound nouns, adjec-

tives, and verbs) are best extracted and presented to

business managers so they can understand the results

(positive versus negative)? Business managers not only

want to see the sentiment value of the review, but also

want to know the important terms in the context of a

review. Furthermore, how to visualize reviews in a

dense area without overlap (e.g. Los Angeles, NY) is

also a challenge required to be resolved.

To meet the above-mentioned challenges, we pro-

pose a pipeline combining feature-based sentiment

analysis and geo-term associations to enable store

managers to analyze web survey feedback. As an exam-

ple, Figure 1 shows customer feedback data from 2007

to 2010 in the United States as

1. Figure 1(a) is a pixel-based sentiment geo map

that shows the sentiment results from 52,189 sur-

vey reviews. Each data point is a pixel represent-

ing a review. Color represents a sentiment value

(green: positive; gray: neutral; red: negative).

Figure 1(a) has overwhelmingly positive (green)

reviews.

2. Figure 1(b) is a self-organizing term association

map used to visualize the relationships among

each cluster of terms. For example, prompt deliv-

ery, prompt service, and outstanding service fre-

quently occur together as shown in the top left

box of Figure 1(b).

3. Figure 1(c) is a key term geo map used to

display the most significant term in each geogra-

phical location. Color shows the average senti-

ment value of all the sentences containing the key

term, for example, ‘‘case manager’’ is the key term

found in Houston, Texas. Its sentiment value is

positive (green). New York has a key term

‘‘customer service’’ in red, which results from peo-

ple being concerned about their ability to under-

stand the accent of the customer service

representative.

Related studies

Much related studies exist on analyzing twitter feeds.

Bifet and Frank1 proposed sliding window Kappa sta-

tistics for evaluation in time-changing data streams.

Using these statistics, they performed a study on twit-

ter data using machine learning algorithms for analyz-

ing tweets. Marcus et al.2 built a system, called

TwitInfo, to perform automatic peak detection and

labeling. TwitInfo allows users to browse a large col-

lection of tweets using a timeline-based display that

highlights the peaks of high tweet activity.

Feature-based sentiment analysis. Feature-based sen-

timent analysis typically contains three successive

steps: first, identify the attributes (features, that is,

nouns and compound nouns) customers commented

on. Second, identify the sentiment words (i.e. good

and bad), and third, map sentiment words to the attri-

butes to which they refer. There are many different

methods for extracting attributes: some use the fre-

quency of terms that occur together in a sentence;3

others use a certain threshold, for example, Popescu

and Etzioni4 consider all noun phrases as attributes

whose frequency is above a certain threshold. To map

an opinion word to an attribute, some of the methods5

use distance-based heuristics, such as the closer a sen-

timent word is to the attribute, the higher its sentiment

influence is on the attribute, or discrimination-based

methods with a predefined word window.6 Other

approaches use natural language processing methods,

such as Ng et al.,7 who use subject–verb and adjective–

noun relations. We use a predefined set of syntactic ref-

erence patterns that are based on part-of-speech

sequences.8 In cases where this method is not able to

resolve references, we use distance-based heuristics.

For further analysis, we provide novel term association

techniques to find the terms that frequently occur

together (related study is described in section ‘‘Term

associations’’).

Visual feature–based sentiment analysis. The most

popular visualization for feature-based sentiment anal-

ysis is the tag cloud9 that visualizes reviews on the

web. ManiWordle10 provides users with flexible con-

trol over word clouds. Users are allowed to directly

manipulate typography, color, position, and orienta-

tion for the individual words (e.g. attributes) as

needed. SparkClouds11 integrates sparklines12 into a

tag cloud to visualize trends across a series of tag

clouds. It simplifies line charts and gives users an over-

view of trends over time. Wanner et al.13 visualize the

development of RSS feeds over time that report on the

US elections. OpinionSeer14 provides an interactive
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visualization system to analyze hotel customer feed-

back on the web using well-established scatter plots

and radial visualizations. It displays opinion data

inside a triangle. The radial visualization, which is the

bounding wheel of the opinion triangle, is used for

other data dimensions (i.e. time and location). The

usefulness of the OpinionSeer depends on the volume

of the reviews. For a large data volume, it is hard to

scale up, even with distortion, given the limited space

inside the triangle.

In contrast to these approaches, we use feature-

based sentiment analysis15 combined with multireso-

lution high-density techniques16 to process large

customer feedback streams. We then analyze each fea-

ture to see whether it is mentioned positively or nega-

tively. Furthermore, we calculate term associations

and construct a key term geo map to enable the ana-

lysts to quickly identify location-specific differences

between terms.

Our goals and contributions

In this article, we present our approach for combine

sentiment analysis15 with a new term association tech-

nique as well as a geo-temporal visualization for an

effective analysis of large customer feedback streams.

To achieve this goal, we introduce a feature and geo-

based stream analysis technique that automatically

detects which attributes (features) are frequently com-

mented on, which attributes have interesting sentiment

patterns, which attributes cluster significantly in cer-

tain geo-locations, and what terms (attributes, adjec-

tives, and verbs) often occur together. We then analyze

each attribute to see whether it points us to interesting

issues that customers have in general, or at certain

points in time, or at certain geo-locations. In contrast

to previous approaches, we identify term associations,

which consist of sets of content-bearing words, such as

nouns, compound nouns, adjectives, and verbs, and

are identified based on a sentence-wise co-occurrence.

Figure 1. A pipeline using feature-based sentiment analytics and term associations with (a) pixel sentiment geo map, (b)
self-organizing term association map, and (c) key term geo map for effective visualization of the sentiment distribution of
the key terms.
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In addition, we evaluate which content-bearing terms

are significantly associated with certain geo-locations.

Our second contribution are two new geo-temporal

visualizations (pixel sentiment and key term geo maps)

that help users analyze large volumes of web surveys

and twitter data. The sentiment pixel geo maps pro-

vide location patterns colored by the sentiment values

from each feedback (red: negative; gray: neutral;

green: positive). The locations with a large number of

comments can be easily identified based on our circu-

lar pixel placement around the high-density area, as

shown in Figures 1(a) and 12(b). We also developed a

technique to visualize term associations using self-

organizing maps (SOMs),17 as shown in Figure 1(b).

An SOM allows analysts to quickly identify which

terms often co-occur; and related combinations of

terms are clustered in one cell of the SOM. Key terms

having biased geo-spatial distributions are automati-

cally labeled on the map. In Figure 1(c), each label

represents the most significant term discovered in a

location, for example, the term ‘‘case manager’’ in

Houston, Texas. The customers in Texas like their

‘‘case manager’’ for solving their printer problems. In

contrast, the feedback in New York shows that cus-

tomers do not like the ‘‘customer service’’ due to lan-

guage issues (difficult to understand).

Our third contribution is a pixel cell–based calen-

dar, which can be used by analysts to quickly discover

temporal patterns based on time (e.g. hourly, daily, or

monthly) as described in section ‘‘Pixel cell–based sen-

timent calendar.’’ The sentiment calendar is scalable

with respect to both the number of comments and the

number of attributes. We have applied these tech-

niques to visualize web survey feedback (52,189

reviews), as shown in Figure 1, and tweets that are

related to the movie Kung-Fu Panda (59,614

responses), which are described in Section ‘‘Movie:

Kung-Fu Panda Twitter Stream.’’

This article is structured as follows: In section ‘‘Our

approach,’’ we describe the feature-based sentiment

analysis and new term association techniques. An eva-

luation of association measures and n-ary associations

and their strengths and weaknesses are also given in

section ‘‘Our approach.’’ In section ‘‘Visual analytics,’’

we derive a suite of advanced visual analytics tech-

niques: pixel sentiment geo map for visualizing dense

areas without overlapping; self-organizing term associ-

ation maps that show how terms are related; key term

geo maps for identifying the most significant terms for

locations and the geo distributions of term usage; and

pixel cell–based sentiment calendars for visualizing

customer feedback and patterns over time. To validate

the effectiveness of our techniques, section ‘‘Use cases

and evaluations’’ presents two use cases: one with web

survey data (from July 2007 to June 2011) and the

other with movie Twitter data. Section ‘‘Conclusion’’

concludes the study and outlines our future research.

Our approach

Feature-based sentiment analysis

In the literature, the expressions sentiment analysis and

opinion analysis are often used as synonyms. A senti-

ment or opinion is a statement that evokes either posi-

tive or negative associations. Often the attribute or

feature to which a sentiment refers is of special interest.

However, when analyzing open-ended data sources

such as text streams, it cannot be accurately predicted

which terms (features) will show up, and therefore, it

is undesirable to use a predefined list of features. The

analysis should be designed to be broad and cover all

possibly interesting features. To this end, we consider

each noun or compound noun as a potential feature.

Then, we use a feature-based sentiment algorithm15 to

measure the sentiment value, as shown in Figure 2. In

addition, we store all other content-bearing words,

such as verbs and adjectives, for further processing

steps.

At times, certain features may have different senti-

ments in different contexts. This includes both the

semantic context and the geo-spatial context of a fea-

ture within a review. In different contexts, the senti-

ment that people associate with the same feature may

vary. In addition, people in different regions may have

different sentiments about the same topic. In order to

account for these effects, we assess term associations

within our data and visualize the geo-spatial distribu-

tion of features. More details are provided in the fol-

lowing sections.

Term associations

The important terms of our document collections

(features) have to be brought into context. To this

end, information about associations between terms

have to be automatically extracted from the text

resources and visually conveyed to the analysts to

enable better understanding of the data. The associa-

tion strength of two terms can be measured regarding

their sentence-wise co-occurrence. From an analytic

point of view, this task is closely related to frequent

item set mining. However, the typical support and

confidence approach is not very useful in the case of

natural language, because term frequencies in text fol-

low a long tail distribution as covered by Zipf’s18 law.

Some words are orders of magnitude more frequent

and thus would be contained in many associations.

Yet, highly frequent words usually carry less meaning

than those with a moderate frequency and are thus not
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very valuable to explore. Brin et al.19 consequently

suggest relying on statistical measures for cases such as

text data. Manning and Schütze20 apply different sta-

tistical association measures to assess term co-loca-

tions: the hypothesis tests t-test and likelihood ratio as

well as pointwise mutual information (PMI). For the

sake of brevity, we refer interested readers to the refer-

enced book for details about these methods. The

assumption behind the hypothesis tests is the null

hypothesis that two items are independent. If this

hypothesis can be rejected with a high level of confi-

dence, the items can be considered to be associated.

The more data points that support the rejection of the

null hypothesis, the higher is the level of confidence.

To apply such methods for term associations, we

first have to define the probabilities that we work

with. The probability P(a) that a term a occurs in a

sentence s of the corpus C is defined as

P að Þ= s : s 2 C ^ a 2 sgfj j
s : s 2 Cgfj j

The probability P(a, b) that both terms a and b occur

jointly in a sentence s of the corpus C is defined as

P a, bð Þ= s : s 2 C ^ a 2 s ^ b 2 sgfj j
s : s 2 Cgfj j

The above-mentioned methods are applied to find

the top binary associations, that is, pairs of terms that

are highly associated on a sentence basis. The perfor-

mance of the different methods will be discussed in the

evaluation section. For our analyses, we included only

terms that we consider being content bearing, namely

nouns, compound nouns, adjectives, and verbs. As

mentioned earlier, the goal of extracting associations is

to present them to the user with the intent of providing

a more detailed insight into the results of the sentiment

analysis. When extracting the top binary associations,

sometimes groups of associations show up that appar-

ently belong together. For example, the top 100 asso-

ciations from the web surveys contained {website,

easy}, {website, to navigate}, and {easy, to navigate}.

Evidently, these associations belong to the same fre-

quently repeated statement ‘‘website easy to navigate’’

and should be merged. To this end, we perform a form

of a priori merging of binary associations to triples and

then iteratively to sets of more than three terms until

no further merging are possible. We found that the

PMI is the only measure that can be extended in a

straight forward manner to measure the association

among more than two terms at a time. We calculate

the PMI for n � 2 terms as

I a, b, . . . , nð Þ= log2

p a, b, . . . , nð Þ
p að Þp bð Þ � � � p nð Þ

� �

The prerequisite for getting an association contain-

ing a set of n terms is that all n distinct subsets contain-

ing n 2 1 terms are also considered to be associations.

To give an example, an association {a, b, c} may exist

if and only if {a, b}, {a, c}, and {b, c} are considered

to be associations. In addition, the following two

requirements have to be fulfilled

1. I(a, b, c) . max (I(a, b), I(a, c), I(b, c));

2. count(a, b, c) . lowerbound.

where count(a, b, c) denotes the number of sentences

in the corpus that have to contain the three items

jointly. This number has to lie above a certain user-

defined threshold we name as lowerbound. This thresh-

old is necessary to prevent getting associations that are

underrepresented. We denote this merging step as

PMI merging. At times, the use of synonyms prevents

Figure 2. Methods to extract attributes and to measure sentiment values.
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sets from getting merged. For example, in the web sur-

vey dataset, we get the associations {website, easy, to

navigate} and {website, easy, to use}. Basically, both

associations address the same statement, just with

slightly alternating expressions; some people say, it is

easy to use the website and some say it is easy to navi-

gate. To cope with such usage of synonyms, associa-

tions containing more than three terms and sharing at

least 50% of their terms are merged as well. The

threshold of 50% yielded good results in our tests, but

the analyst can easily adapt this parameter. The two

associations {website, easy, to navigate} and {website,

easy, to use} share 2/3 of their terms and therefore

result in the association {website, easy, to navigate, to

use}, which integrates the partially redundant infor-

mation. We denote this step as overlap merging. To see

whether both kinds of merging strategies for associa-

tions are beneficial to the analysis, we tested them for

our data in the evaluation section.

After generating the associations, a sentiment value

for each association is calculated. The process is

slightly different for associations generated with PMI

merging in comparison to associations generated with

overlap merging. For an association generated with

PMI merging, a considerable number of sentences in

the corpus exist ( . lowerbound) that contain all terms

of the association. For each of these sentences, we

sum up the sentiment values of all sentiment words of

the association contained in the sentence. A positive

word contributes +1 and a negative word contributes

21 to the sum. The average sentiment value of all sen-

tences is considered to be the sentiment of the associa-

tion. For associations generated with overlap merging,

there might not exist a single sentence, which contains

all terms. Such an association is the composition of n

overlapping associations generated with PMI merging.

All sentences that contain at least one of the n overlap-

ping associations are taken into account. The average

sentiment value of these sentences is considered to be

the sentiment of the association.

Geo-based term association

Mining term associations, as described in the previous

section, enables the analyst to explore the semantic

context in which a term has been used by the custom-

ers. In addition to the semantic context, terms can also

be explored in their geo-spatial context. There is a

whole set of geo-related analysis questions an analyst

might have, such as ‘‘Do only customers in a certain

location have a certain problem?’’ In order to shed

light on previously hidden geo-distributional patterns

in the customer feedback, we propose to mine term-

location associations, that is, for each combination of a

location and a term, we apply the methods for

hypothesis testing described in section ‘‘Term associa-

tions.’’ This time, the null hypothesis is that the term is

independent of the location. However, if a term can be

observed more frequently within the feedback from a

certain location than expected under independence

assumption, the null hypothesis may be rejected with

high statistical significance. In the latter case, the sta-

tistically most salient term-location associations can be

conveyed visually for a closer inspection.

In the term-location analysis scenario, the probabil-

ities that we work with are different than the ones in

the term association analysis described in section

‘‘Term associations.’’ First, we have the probability

P(x) that a term x occurs in a document d of the cor-

pus C

P xð Þ= d : d 2 C ^ x 2 dgfj j
d : d 2 Cgfj j

Next, we have the probability P(y) that a location y

was the origin of a document d of the corpus C

P yð Þ= d : d 2 C ^ location dð Þ= yð Þgfj j
d : d 2 Cgfj j

Finally, the joint probability P(x,y) that a term x

occurs in a document of location y in the given corpus

is defined as

P x, yð Þ= d : d 2 C ^ x 2 d ^ location dð Þ= yð Þgfj j
d : d 2 Cgfj j

Term association evaluation

Evaluation of association measures. It was not clear

which of the outlined term association methods would

perform best on real world data. Consequently, we

applied and evaluated them. In addition to the t-test,

likelihood ratio test, and PMI, we also applied a corre-

lation coefficient (Phi). In order to get meaningful

results, we tested the methods on real data from web

surveys. The dataset consists of 52,189 responses to a

customer web survey containing 96,987 sentences; the

results are shown in Table 1.

The results in Table 1 show that the two hypotheses

tests tend to prefer rather frequent associations,

whereas the two other measures tend to find more

infrequent associations that are less general. In order

to gain further insight, we examined the frequency dis-

tribution among the top 100 associations. Figure 3

shows the distribution for the web surveys.

PMI and Phi prefer rather infrequent associations.

Therefore, we regard both measures as not very suit-

able for our task. The t-test, in contrast, especially for

the large dataset, tends to prefer associations with a

very high frequency. The likelihood ratio test is the

278 Information Visualization 12(3-4)



only measure that covers almost the whole frequency

spectrum. In a more detailed analysis, we found that

the likelihood ratio test is the best choice for our

approach, as highly frequent associations are more

interesting in the general case, although there are still

many rather infrequent associations that lead to inter-

esting findings. For mining geo-term associations,

accordingly, we also preferred the likelihood ratio test.

Evaluation of n-ary associations. To evaluate the per-

formance of the suggested merging steps, we applied

them to our data. Additional merges were achieved

through overlap merging. The results are shown in

Table 2.

The n-ary associations are very useful. Often they

can readily be interpreted as a statement, for example,

{easy, website, to use} indicates that the website is easy

to use. Also, the overlap merging produces nice results.

For example, {good, to keep up, work} and {good, to

keep, work} were merged into one association {good,

to keep up, work, to keep}. In some cases, our prepro-

cessing algorithms were just not able to find the parti-

cle ‘‘up’’ and relate it to ‘‘keep.’’ This problem is now

partly solved by merging terms together in the term

association step.

Visual analytics

Geo maps

Pixel sentiment geo map. Sentiment analysis of cus-

tomer feedback is a process that often excludes geo-

spatial information. The sentiment analysis process

mainly focuses on how the customers like or dislike an

object and what attributes of the object the customers

commented on. Only a few analyses focus on the spa-

tial distribution of opinions and show the influence of

the geographic locations toward the sentiment.

However, it is desirable to take geographic location

Table 1. Top 10 binary associations for the web surveys generated with each measure.

t-test Likelihood ratio Phi PMI

Free, shipping (1741) Free, shipping (1741) Mouth, taste (8) Mouth, taste (8)
Great, service (1929) Day, next (995) Not friendly, not to user (21) 74xl, 75xl (7)
Excellent, service (1225) Order, to place (761) Club, sam (21) Bang, buck (6)
Day, next (995) Great, service (1929) Expectation, to exceed (51) Office home, student (6)
Order, to place (761) Excellent, service (1225) Creative, kit (12) God, to bless (8)
To keep, work (480) To keep, work (480) 74xl, 75xl (7) Aol, yahoo (6)
Good, work (494) Day delivery, next (313) Manner, timely (82) Creative, kit (12)
Fast, service (599) Hour, phone (416) Free, shipping (1741) Not friendly, not to user (21)
Free, next (523) Good, work (494) Bang, buck (6) Bait, switch (6)
Hour, phone (416) Hour, to spend (268) Office home, student (6) Citizen, senior (10)

The absolute number of sentences containing an association are in parentheses (applies only to the left side).

Figure 3. Frequency distribution of the top 100 associations extracted with each measure for the web surveys.
The y-axis shows the frequency of associations in the corpus, that is, in how many sentences, associations occur. The x-axis reveals
how many of the top 100 associations had a certain frequency.
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into account as it may influence the sentiment in cus-

tomer feedback. In a marketing process, for example,

it may be important to analyze why the people of a

particular area did not like a movie or a product.

Geographically, aware sentiment analysis may enable

new insights into the reasons for success or failure of a

service or a product and lead to design variants of a

product that are customized to local preferences.

Adding the geographic information of opinions to

the analytical process makes things more complicated.

As soon as we deal with the locations of user-generated

data, we encounter different data densities resulting

from varying population distributions. The unequal

distribution of data complicates the display of data.

Overlap often causes the loss of important informa-

tion, such as the distribution of opinions within a

region. A frequent approach is to cluster the data spa-

tially and show the aggregation of the underlying data

for each cluster, for instance, the average sentiment or

the distribution of opinions by graphics or small bar

charts. A severe drawback of this method is the disap-

pearance of the original data points and the creation of

visual artifacts due to the binning and aggregation pro-

cesses. The insights gained from these visual represen-

tations may be biased by incorrect clustering or the

aggregation method used.

We propose another way to visualize all the data

points seen which avoids overlap. We apply a pixel pla-

cement algorithm to the data to avoid overlapping data

points (reviews). Our pixel placement algorithm

replaces the overlapping points by a circle of points

positioning them at the nearest free position within the

circle. Figure 4 shows the algorithm that is based on

the method presented in the study by Keim et al.21

The result of this technique is a visualization that

shows each single data point, as shown in Figure 1(a).

The pixel sentiment geo map shows the sentiment dis-

tribution of recent buyers responding to a web survey.

The color of each pixel (review) represents its senti-

ment value (red: negative (�0); gray: neutral (0);

green: positive (�0)). A high-density area, such as in

Los Angeles and New York, is identified by a circle

with nonoverlapping reviews placed around it. Each

review in the geo map is accessible; users can mouse

over a review and read the content, such as the term

association, for example, {next day, arrival} appearing

in the positive feedback from Hawaii, as shown in

Figure 1(c).

Our algorithm displaces the points in the order of

their priority (e.g. the sentiment of the point) to avoid

random patterns in the resulting visualization. In order

to avoid overlapping, we have to remember which pixel

locations are already occupied; therefore, we need a

two-dimensional integer array representing each pixel

of the display area. For each data point, the program

has to look up the number of data objects already

placed at the preferred position of the data object and

compare this to the maximum allowable number of

overlapping points; in our case, we set this value to 1

as we allow one data point per pixel maximum. If the

current data object can be placed at its original loca-

tion, we store this information in the two-dimensional

integer array. Otherwise, we have to look for the near-

est free pixel position in order to place the current data

object there, as illustrated in Figure 4. The procedure

rearrangeDataObject does the real pixel placement: In

order to speed up our algorithm, we store the radius

for each pixel that was used for the last displacement

(the initial value is 1). We can calculate the pixels of

the circle around point p with this radius. The deter-

mination of the next free pixel location is done based

on a modified version of the Bresenham–Midpoint22

algorithm using a line width of 2.

The pixel placement approach is sketched in

Figure 5 and looks at the placement of a data object in

the pixel placement process. Just assume that the

Table 2. Merging results for the two datasets.

Web surveys: top 10 associations
after PMI merging

Web surveys: top 10 associations after
PMI merging and overlap merging

Door, front, to leave (27) Free, overnight, shipping, price, delivery, fast, to love, appreciate
Good, to keep up, work (55) English, someone, to speak, people
Hour, phone, to spend (154) Good, to keep up, work, to keep
English, someone, to speak (30) Easy, to navigate, website, to use
Address, to deliver, wrong (63) Day shipping, free, next, day delivery
English, people, to speak (39) Address, to deliver, wrong, fedex
Easy, to navigate, website (57) Day, next, to receive, to order
Good, to keep, work (385) Hour, phone, to spend
Courteous, helpful, knowledgeable (9) Door, front, to leave
Day ship, free, next (153) Fedex, package, to leave

Only pairs of terms co-occurring in at least six sentences were considered. The number of co-occurrences of each term pair is put into
parentheses.
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current data object originally is located at the pixel

position marked with a black X. As this position is

already occupied by some other previously processed

data objects, we circularly iterate around the original

position until we find the next free position. The possi-

ble free positions are the ones marked with a green

color and result from the Bresenham–Midpoint algo-

rithm described earlier.

Key term geo maps. The geo-spatial information

available for the web surveys is the zip code of the cus-

tomer’s address. The zip codes can be mapped to zip

code areas on a geographic map. In principle, it would

be interesting to see which terms are associated with

which zip code areas. However, in the web surveys, we

have to deal with a data sparseness issue: On average,

we have less than one review per zip code area. With

the data being so sparsely scattered, reliable statistics

cannot be derived. Consequently, we have to change

the granularity of analysis. Figure 6 shows different

levels of granularity with respect to both the text and

the geo-spatial component. Term-location associations

may be calculated for any combination of these. For

the web survey dataset, we determined ‘‘key term—

county’’ associations to be useful. However, if the

analysis is supposed to focus on more general aspects,

which topics are associated with which states can also

be evaluated.

We suggest two complementary visualizations to

enable the visual analysis of term-location associations:

(1) the Key Term Geo Map (see Figure 1(c)) and (2)

the Key Term Distribution Map (see Figure 7). The

data used to discuss both visualizations are from the

customer web surveys.

Figure 4. Algorithm used for pixel placement to ensure a visual representation of points without overlapping: (a) main
method to replace all overlapping points and (b) Helper method to reposition an overlapping point to the next free
position.

Figure 5. Schematic explanation of pixel placement process.
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1. Key term geo map. For each text unit (e.g. key

term) and each geo-spatial unit (e.g. county), we

calculate the association value according to the

likelihood ratio test, as described in section

‘‘Term association evaluation.’’ The term-location

associations with the highest significance values

are displayed on a map. We iterate through the list

of term-location associations ordered by descend-

ing significance values. In each step, we try to

place the current term at its respective location

without causing labels to overlap. If some overlap

was introduced, we skip the current term-location

association and proceed with the next one.

Otherwise, we place the label on the map in the

color of its sentiment value and size the label

according to the significance value of the associa-

tion. As we zoom into the map, there will be more

labels (terms) shown as the available space

increases.

2. Key term distribution map. Our second visualiza-

tion enables the user to inspect the sentiment dis-

tribution of individual key terms. When a key

term is selected by the user, a new view is created

conveying information for this key term only.

More specifically, we first determine all occur-

rences of the selected key term and retrieve the

respective sentiment value. The data are then

used to generate the key term distribution map, as

shown in Figure 7. We first partition the data into

two subsets: the occurrences with positive senti-

ment in Figure 7(a) and occurrences with nega-

tive sentiment in Figure 7(c). The two partitions

are processed separately. We apply a Gaussian

blurring function in order to spatially extend the

occurrences and increase the visual salience of

distribution patterns. We thus obtain a blurred

representation for both sentiments showing the

respective occurrences of the selected term, as

depicted in Figure 7(b) and (d). Finally, we gen-

erate a combined image using the red, green, and

blue (RGB) channels of the RGB color model.

The blurred image of the negative occurrences is

put in the red channel, and the green channel is

used for the positive occurrences. Consequently,

locations with both positive and negative senti-

ments will result in yellow colors, while pure posi-

tive sentiments will result in green colors. The

final result of our technique can be seen in

Figure 7(e).

Figure 6. Term-location associations can be calculated
using combinations of different granularities.

Figure 7. Generating the key term distribution map: (a) positive term occurrences, (b) blurred positive occurrences,
(c) negative term occurrences, (d) blurred negative occurrences, and (e) combined term occurrences.
RGB: red, green, and blue.
We blur the locations of positive and negative term occurrences resulting in blurred negative occurrences and combined term
occurrences. Combining both results using RGB channels will produce our key term distribution map, as shown in combined term
occurrences.
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Pixel cell–based sentiment calendar

Figure 8 shows a monthly calendar view with senti-

ment attributes generated from the buyer’s web survey

data. This calendar is defined by an x-axis (day), a

y-axis (year and month), and a color (sentiment value).

Each pixel cell represents a review. Business managers

can quickly observe the variances, for example, printer

and website have more red than delivery and shipping.

Business managers can rubber-band the area on 11/

2009, days 8, 9, and 10 and query on finding the geo-

locations of the negative comments (Figure 8(b)) and

other attributes, which have a high correlation with

‘‘printer’’ (Figure 8(c)). In the correlation window, ser-

vice managers can easily mouse over a colored pixel to

read the review content, for example, on 11/9 at the

first red pixel: ‘‘Printer support is great but this printer

gobbles ink.’’ This observation validates that the terms

{printer, ink} often occurred together.

Self-organizing term association map (SOM)

Section ‘‘Term associations’’ describes how individual

words are grouped into associations based on their

sentence-wise co-occurrence. One association repre-

sents one problem; for example, in the web survey

data stream collected from monthly historical data,

the association {address, to deliver, wrong, fedex}

summarizes the complaints of customers that FedEx

delivered their order to the wrong address. In many

cases, such an interpretation of associations is quite

obvious. However, in some cases, it is still valuable for

the analyst to have quick access to the sentences or

whole reviews that contain an association to under-

stand or verify the meaning. Therefore, we provide

information about the associations in an interactive

visual interface. Instead of simply listing associations,

we want to enrich them with further information. As

illustrated in Figure 1(b), we color each association

with its sentiment value, that is, the average sentiment

of sentences containing the association. Positive senti-

ments are mapped to green and negative sentiments to

red; the color saturation indicates the sentiment

strength. Furthermore, we cluster associations accord-

ing to the reviews to which they belong. While the

associations can be interpreted as statements extracted

from sentences, the association clusters can be inter-

preted as groups of statements often made within the

Figure 8. A monthly sentiment calendar: (a) a web survey (product buyers) monthly pixel cell–based sentiment calendar,
(b) users are able to rubber-band around 11/8/2009 to 11/10/2009 and drill down to find the geo-locations of the negative
‘‘printer’’ feedback, and (c) users can issue a query to locate the terms associated with the attribute ‘‘printer.’’
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same reviews. For the clustering, a distance measure

between two associations has to be defined. To do so,

we create a high-dimensional vector for each associa-

tion that has as many dimensions as there are reviews

in the dataset. If an association is contained in a spe-

cific review, the entry in the respective dimension will

be 1; otherwise, it will be 0. To calculate the distance

between two associations, we take the Euclidean dis-

tance between their vectors.

Instead of computing separate clusters of associa-

tions, we want to reflect how the clusters relate. With

respect to negative associations, one cluster is domi-

nant. This cluster on the top right deals with problems

regarding the language skills of the customer support

teams. Some customers find the accent difficult to

understand. A dominant positive feedback is easily

analyzed. In the top left cluster, people like the service

and especially the prompt delivery.

In comparison to the standard ‘‘word cloud’’ visua-

lization, the additional structure provided by the term

associations gives more insights by enriching words

with semantic context information. However, the

SOM visualization also reveals some limitations of the

overall approach. When the real number of clusters in

the data is larger than the number of SOM nodes,

some SOM nodes necessarily show a mixture of sev-

eral topics. In addition, preprocessing errors may also

be revealed. For example, when hovering over the

association {hard, drive}, it can be seen that people do

not have ‘‘hard times with their drives’’ as the strongly

negative sentiment would suggest. They are simply

making a comment about their ‘‘hard drive,’’ which is

neither negative nor positive. The misleading repre-

sentation is due to the fact that the preprocessing algo-

rithm failed to detect ‘‘hard drive’’ as a compound

noun and interpreted ‘‘hard’’ to be a sentiment refer-

ring to ‘‘drive.’’

Use cases and evaluations

The combination of sentiment analysis and term

associations with the above visual analysis techniques

has a large number of applications, including hotel

reservations, product surveys, IT services, theme park

attractions, movies, and so on. To validate our

approach, we have used two data streams: web surveys

and Twitter data. Web surveys are historical data col-

lected after customer purchased products. Twitter

data are collected in real time through HTTP connec-

tion to the Twitter API. We use content ingestion

adapters to pull data by specifying different keywords

(e.g. Kung-Fu Panda, Hangover, and so on) from dif-

ference sources.

Web survey data streams

Pixel sentiment geo map. As illustrated in Figure 1,

population density sometimes overshadows other

aspects. For example, New York and Los Angeles have

dense populations and hence are likely to produce

many comments. Our solution allows all comments,

even in high-density areas to be visualized and

explored. Figure 9(a) and (b) illustrate the value of the

geo-spatial analysis. Customers in Los Angeles are rel-

atively unhappy with the delivery as compared to cus-

tomers in a sparsely populated area such as Alaska.

Extracting opinion associations for particular regions

may provide insights into regional preferences and

needs.

Key term geo map. The key term geo map is used to

identify which term is the most significant in a loca-

tion. The font size reflects the significance value, and

the color represents the sentiment value. Analysts may

zoom into the map to visualize more terms, for exam-

ple, zooming from Figure 1(c) (United States) to

Figure 10 (Houston or Hawaii). The strongest associ-

ation, somewhat surprisingly, is the term ‘‘case man-

ager’’ in Harris County, Texas, as shown in Figure

10(a). The second strongest association was the term

‘‘Hawaii’’ significantly associated with Hawaii County,

as shown in Figure 10(b). From the map, the analyst

can quickly detect spatial patterns of term usage and

explore the causes by mousing-over the term to see

the full customer comments. Finally, the business

manager may decide to improve the sales and service

policies according to the uncovered causes.

Key term distribution map. As described in section

‘‘Geo maps,’’ the analyst can select a key term, and the

geo-sentiment patterns for this selection will be dis-

played on a map. Figure 11 shows some interesting

distribution patterns:

1. Print cartridge. Different positive and negative

local clusters appear indicating customer feedback

on printer cartridge.

2. Shipping. The sentiments for shipping are equally

distributed over the whole map, which indicates

that negative and positive comments are mostly

balanced.

3. Delivery service. Appreciation of delivery service,

on the other hand, is not distributed the same

across all areas.

4. Delay. Delayed deliveries seem to be more likely

in certain areas. Interestingly, the most negative
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area correlates with the area where people com-

plain about traffic (see Figure 11(h)).

5. Sales tax. The complaints about sales taxes show

localized clusters.

6. Tax exempt. Similarly, problems regarding tax

exempt buyers also appear in certain areas only.

Interestingly, both this issue and the sales tax

issue also show a burst pattern over time. This

indicates that the issue only occurred at certain

locations at a certain point in time and has appar-

ently been resolved.

7. Tax exempt. Similarly, problems regarding tax

exempt buyers also appear in certain areas only.

Interestingly, both this issue and the sales tax

issue also show a burst pattern over time. This

indicates that the issue only occurred at certain

locations at a certain point in time and has appar-

ently been resolved.

Figure 9. A comparison of comments from different areas: (a) comments in Alaska and (b) comments in Los Angeles.

Figure 10. Key Term Geo Map: (a) term ‘‘Case Manager’’ at Harris County (#82540: very satisfied with your long
customer service along with my case manager) and (b) term ‘‘Hawaii’’ at Hawaii County (#39997: i am very satisfied with
the next day arrival in Hawaii. That is great. Thanks).
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8. Rain. As expected weather phenomena are not the

same over the whole map. Only in certain areas,

people complained that their packages were left in

the rain.

9. Traffic. Complaints about traffic are concentrated

in certain East Cost areas. The complaints about

traffic appear to be concentrated in areas similar

to the areas associated with delays, as shown in

Figure 11(d).

Movie: Kung-Fu Panda Twitter Stream

Gain better spatial insights from geo-sentiment
map. We used our geo-sentiment map to analyze the

sentiments toward the Kung-Fu Panda movie during

the opening week. Each data point represents a per-

son’s comment about the movie and indicates a fea-

ture they liked or a feature they did not like. The map

reveals several dense areas that indicate a large number

of reviews posted on Twitter. Overall, there were

59,614 tweets about Kung-Fu Panda from all the geo-

graphic locations available. There are a number of

high-density areas each with a large number of tweets

that resulted in highly overplotted regions. Using our

pixel placement approach, we are able to avoid the

overlap. The sentiment pixel geo map allows us to

visualize large numbers of data fitting entirely into the

display window without any overlap.

To evaluate the effectiveness of this geo-sentiment

map, we compare it (Figure 12(b)) with the ordinary

map, as shown in Figure 12(a). In Figure 12(a), we

show a visual representation of the twitter data on a

map with data-induced overlap. The problem is that

the density and value distribution may vary in a region,

which may not be visible due to overlapping pixels.

The geo-sentiment map in Figure 12(b) has no overlap

with each single tweet being represented as one pixel

by applying our pixel placement algorithm. Users are

able to navigate through the dense areas for further

analysis and see each tweet in detail along with the cal-

culated sentiment. Further analysis of the sentiment

distribution can lead to a better understanding of how

this movie was received in various locations.

Gain better temporal insights from pixel cell–based
sentiment calendar. Figure 13 shows two different

calendar views. The top calendar is generated from

the tweets during preview time and the bottom calen-

dar is generated during the opening week. Each review

is shown as a pixel (cell). The color is the sentiment

value. Each calendar has some interesting rows corre-

sponding to term occurrences such as Panda,

Teamalja, and Jack Black in the preview, and Panda,

Peacock, and fun in the opening week. From both

calendars, analysts can quickly identify the temporal

patterns by the following facts:

� There are very few reviews for the preview. But

each day, the number of reviews grows (more pixel

cells).
� For the opening week, comments on Kung-Fu

Panda increased from 10,236 reviews to 59,614

reviews from all over the world. The increase in the

number of reviews did not impact the sentiment cal-

endar view. Analysts can easily analyze the opening

week sentiment results without clutter in the display.
� The most popular attributes commented on are

Panda, Hangover, Peacock, fun, and so on. Most

of the reviews are more favorable to Panda com-

pared to Hangover (more green reviews).

Figure 11. The geo-sentiment distribution for different attributes. (a) print cartridge, (b) shipping, (c) delivery service,
(d) delay, (e) sales tax, (f) tax exempt, (g) rain, and (h) traffic.
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There are three interesting observations, which can

be seen in Figure 13, as follows:

1. On 5/03 (3 May), positive reviews increased sud-

denly for the Ku-Fung Panda music, Teamalja,

triggered by some influential events, as shown in

the Kung-Fu Panda Preview.

2. On 5/28, many negative reviews occur on the term

‘‘Kick.’’ People complained about Panda did not

have a fresh kick in the Kung-Fu Panda Opening

Week.

3. On 5/29, a large number of negative reviews on

peacock were sent seconds after one specific nega-

tive review posted at 12:30 p.m. After drilling

down on the first negative review, the analysts

discovered that the other negative reviews were

influenced by a review of a TV personality,

Conan O’Brien. It turns out that the review is

actually a joke, which, however, is impossible to

detect without domain knowledge or human

interaction. The example shows the importance

of an interactive analysis and confirms the signifi-

cance of the visual analytics approach.

As illustrated in Figure 13, users are able to drill

down on interesting terms such as ‘‘Kick’’ and

‘‘Peacock’’ from the pixel cell–based sentiment calen-

dar to inspect the cause of the sentiment results. Also,

the calendar view allows the analyst to examine the

subsequent reviews on the next day (5/30), which

Figure 12. Geo map high-density area evaluation (e.g. New York and Los Angeles): (a) sentiment ordinary geo map with
high degree of overlap and (b) sentiment pixel geo map without overlap.
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allows him or her to discover that the term ‘‘Kick’’ still

has many negative reviews (red), but the influence

from O’Brien (red) has decreased.

Gain better insights from term association using senti-
ment self-organizing term association map. As illu-

strated in Figure 14, users can quickly identify

attributes, verbs, and adjectives that frequently occur

together. For example, ‘‘Panda’’ frequently associates

with ‘‘awesome’’ and ‘‘kick in fight scene.’’ The combi-

nation of the SOM and the sentiment geo map in

Figure 12 shows that the majority of data points

(reviews) for movie Kung-Fu Panda are positive

worldwide, but even the surrounding areas of Los

Angeles and New York have some bad reviews. Kung-

Fu Panda associates with China, but very few people

watched this movie there in the opening weekend.

Conclusion

With the currently available high-speed and high-

volume customer feedback streams, new sentiment

techniques are needed for helping companies learn

what their customers like or dislike about their

Figure 13. Customer reviews for the preview and the opening week.
Row: hours; column: date and attribute list; color: the sentiment value. Each pixel cell is a review, ordered from bottom to top and then
left to right.
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products and services in real time. In this article, we

presented a novel integrated suite of methods that cov-

ers the whole analysis pipeline. First, we employ a

feature-based algorithm to extract attributes, find opi-

nions, and measure their sentiment values. Then, we

extend the sentiment analysis to term associations.

Our novel sentence-based term association algorithm

and measurement methods can quickly identify the

terms (i.e. nouns, verbs, and adjectives) that occur fre-

quently together. Our combined analysis approach

extends the scope of the customers’ sentiment infor-

mation that business managers should know about. In

visualizing such a large volume of feedback data, there

are three main issues: scalability, density, and context

dependency. To solve these problems, we introduced

pixel sentiment geo maps and pixel sentiment calen-

dars. Using a pixel sentiment geo map, analysts can

gain better insights from geographical sentiment distri-

butions and are able to quickly identify areas of interest

such as high-density areas. Using the key term geo

map, analysts can easily identify the most significant

local feedback terms and their volume. Using the key

term distribution map, analysts can visually explore

different attributes for interesting geo-distributional

patterns. Using a pixel sentiment calendar, analysts

can gain better insights into temporal patterns of a

large customer feedback stream. From our experi-

ments, we see that in some cases, population density

may overshadow sentiment aspects. To visualize hun-

dreds of terms in a single view, we introduce a variant

Figure 14. Self-Organizing Term Association Map (SOM).
SOM: self-organizing map.
‘‘Panda’’ associates with ‘‘pure awesome’’ (green): people want to watch panda (dark green) than movie hangover (light green); ‘‘Panda’’
associates with ‘‘China’’ (gray): people watch kung through http link.
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of a SOM that clusters related terms into related

nodes. The color of a term association represents the

aggregated sentiment value of all contained comments.

From the sentiment value, analysts can quickly identify

the important terms and initiate the proper actions.

The combined techniques mentioned earlier have

been successfully employed in analyzing a number of

use cases, including hotel reviews, movie tweets, and

web surveys. We have discovered numerous customer

concerns and initiated corresponding improvements.

Our future study will proceed to detect geo-temporal

sentiment patterns, trends, and influences in the cus-

tomer feedback streams for live alerts.
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